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RACE
(Exhibition & Theatrical Production)
An exhibition Curated by Hernando Rico Sanchez
October 7 – October 22, 2011 / Artist Reception: Saturday, October 15, 4-6pm
Gallery 9 at J CITY THEATER is proud to present “RACE”, a theatrical
production and Exhibition that features artworks by emerging
photographer Noa Griffel. Who was receiving a BFA in Photography and
Digital Imaging at Montclair State University, as well as a MFA in
Computer Art at the School of Visual Arts. Griffel with only 20 years and
a promising career as an artistic and commercial photographer, have
been shown at Gallery 51 and featured in renowned publications
including Vogue, Elle, Harpe’s Bazaar and Photographer’s Forum among
many others.
“RACE”, the exhibition, explores the realities presented in the play from
a physiological perspective. Simple realities that becomes complicated
between a conceptual exploration that challenges the dialogue through
a process of reconciliation contrasting the desperation and
contemptuous heights of David Mamet’s “RACE”.
Griffel’s photographs emerge from a surreal composition, a
reflection of multiple elements working together, layers that
create a compelling story. Images that synthesize an
impression of realities constructed within an organize chaos.
Her Images are an intersection of visual puzzles that draw you
into an intriguing world full of contrast and unguarded opinions
that invites the viewer to discover a bit of oneself.
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Gallery is open during theatrical show:
Wednesday – Saturday from 8:00 to 10:00 pm or by appointment
Address: St. Michaels' Church at Hamilton Park, 252 9th Street, Jersey City, NJ 07302
“The goal of Gallery 9 at J CITY Theater is to enhance the artistic and cultural experience of the community by creating an exhibition that compliments
the theatrical production. We base our invitation to exhibit at the gallery on the quality and diversity of the artworks proposed in relation to each
theatrical production.” www.Jcity.org
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